Label-free visualization and quantification of single cell signaling activity using metal-clad waveguide (MCWG)-based microscopy.
Label-free biosensing methods are very effective for studying cell signaling cascade activation induced by external stimuli. Assays generally involve a large number of cells and rely on the underlying assumption that cell response is homogeneous within a cell population. However, there is an increasing body of evidence showing that cell behavior may vary significantly even among genetically identical cells. In this paper, we demonstrate the use of metal-clad waveguide (MCWG)-based microscopy for label-free real-time monitoring of signaling activity and morphology changes in a small population of cells, with the ability to resolve individual cells. We demonstrate the potential of this approach by quantifying apoptosis-induced intracellular activity in individual cells following exposure to tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) and by visualizing and quantifying extracellular changes in endothelial cell layer integrity following the activation of the proteinase-activated receptor 1 (PAR1) by thrombin. Results show that averaged signals obtained from a cell population may incorrectly reflect the actual distribution of morphology and kinetics parameters across a cell population by a significant margin.